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Elder Qu raised his beard and said unwillingly, “HMPH! The shadow stone can only see movement but 

not hear sound. Perhaps that black girl was just a blind cat that ran into a dead rat! ” 

 

At this moment, a disciple who was in charge of the test had already handed the situation of Yun Chujiu 

and the others to elder Qu. 

 

Elder Qu took a look, he could not help but laugh out loud. “I told you, how can others compare with 

such a smart brain of mine? ! Look, this ‘straight to the Clouds’ group is really too weak ! And that black 

girl is a good-for-nothing who doesn’t have any spiritual power ! She must be afraid, so she got people 

to surround her in the middle! ” 

 

Everyone was stunned, and when they saw Yun Chujiu and the others’ information, they were also 

stunned, “The highest level is only at the fourth level of spirit enhancement? And there’s a good-for-

nothing who doesn’t have any spiritual power? Then how did they climb up? ” 

 

“Also, how did they get the qualification to take the test? ” 

 

The disciple in charge of the test had a slight twitch at the corner of his mouth. He told them what he 

knew. 

 

Everyone’s gaze fell on an old man with a square face. This person was the peak master of Middle Peak, 

you cang, whom Yun Chujiu met in the demonic beast forest. Peak Master You was stunned. He thought 

to himself, this Yun chujiu really dared to say it! She did not know what it meant to stop when things 

were good and to stop when things were good! She actually used a token to get seven registration 

qualifications. She was really, really good at deceiving people! 

 

Peak master you had the intention to tell the truth, but on one hand, she felt that Yun Chujiu cared 

about her family and had good intentions. If she told the truth, they would be stripped of their test 

qualifications 

 



On the other hand, if she told the truth, it was inevitable that she would be ridiculed by everyone. It 

seemed a little embarrassing 

 

Thirdly, cough cough, that old fellow Sun Bozhong was quite fond of that black girl. This old fellow was 

currently in closed door cultivation. If he were to come out and find out that I had revealed the truth, he 

would definitely explode! 

 

Peak master you laughed dryly when he thought of this. “There really is such a thing. When we first met 

Yun Chujiu, that little girl, although she did not have any spiritual power, she was quick-witted and lively. 

Moreover, she had a tenacious character. Hence, she was moved by compassion and promised to give 

her seven qualifications to register. ” 

 

Xiao panshi from the west peak frowned. He was the most principled and wanted to say a few words. 

However, when he thought of Bai Moyu and his sister, he could only swallow his words. 

 

He had clearly given the BAI siblings two registration tokens. Why was there only one left? If not for that 

disciple setting a precedent for the two of them, Yun Chujiu would not have been able to rely on one 

registration token to obtain seven registration qualifications. 

 

However, this Yun Chujiu’s personality carried a strong opportunism, and she was really unlikable! 

 

Thinking up to this point, Xiao Panshi said with a cold face, “There are only six of them. I reckon that one 

of them has already been eliminated. They should have failed the first round of the test. ” 

 

Just as Xiao Panshi finished speaking, the black girl stretched her neck and shouted something at the 

bottom of the stone steps. Then, a youth holding a treasured sword climbed up with full vigilance. 

 

Everyone exclaimed, “As expected! “! The black girl had indeed guessed elder Qu’s intention. She 

deliberately left a person behind to wait for them to be ready before letting the last person come up. If 

they guessed correctly, the last person should be Yun Chusi, who had the highest spiritual power! This 

black girl is really smart! ” 



 

Elder qu jumped his feet, “Impossible! Impossible! She must have met a dead rat by chance! ” 

 

Everyone just smiled and ignored elder Qu. They all turned their attention to the clear sky group. They 

didn’t even pay attention to some of the stronger groups that they had previously thought highly of. 

 

After all, in this world, only a comeback was the most exciting! However, would the weakest clear sky 

group succeed in their comeback? 

 


